THE GOLD AWARDS

IN-HOUSE CREATIVE TEAM OF THE YEAR

GOLD
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

INTEGRATED MEDIA

TOTAL PACKAGE DESIGN - NETWORK/CHANNEL: IMAGE ON-AIR ONLY

GOLD
MEGA CHANNEL - MEGA MOU (MY MEGA)
VELVET MEDIENDESIGN GMBH

SILVER
M-NET MOVIES 1 HD - CHANNEL IMAGING
MONARCHY

BRONZE
IMAGE PACKAGE DESIGN
ANIMAX LATINAMERICA

CAMPAIGN DESIGN: TOPICAL ON-AIR ONLY

GOLD
FX – FINO ALL’ULTIMO ROUND
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

SILVER
COME DINE WITH ME AUSTRALIA - SEASON 2
XYZ NETWORKS

BRONZE
CTV: VANCOUVER 2010 OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES
CTV CREATIVE AGENCY
CAMPAIGN DESIGN: IMAGE ON-AIR AND PRINT COMBINATION

GOLD
BBC KNOWLEDGE AUSTRALIA - A LITTLE KNOWLEDGE GOES A LONG WAY
BBC WORLDWIDE CHANNELS AUSTRALIA

SILVER
SPORT1 CAMPAIGN
BRANDSOME GMBH

BRONZE
SYFY RELAUNCH
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

CAMPAIGN DESIGN: TOPICAL ON-AIR AND PRINT COMBINATION

GOLD
CINTURON DE ORO CAMPAIGN
MVS TELEVISION

SILVER
BEAR GRYLLS
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

BRONZE
"THE WALKING DEAD" ON-AIR AND PRINT CAMPAIGN
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS

NETWORK/CHANNEL PACKAGE DESIGN: IMAGE ALL MEDIA

GOLD
GEM
NINE NETWORK AUSTRALIA

SILVER
XMAS STEEL
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ITALY

BRONZE
SPORT1 REDESIGN
BRANDSOME GMBH
CAMPAIGN DESIGN: TOPICAL ALL MEDIA

GOLD
EMA 2010
MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO

SILVER
MTV WORLD STAGE LIVE IN MALAYSIA 2010
MTV NETWORKS ASIA

BRONZE
2010-11 NHL REGULAR SEASON
VERSUS

LOGO DESIGN: NETWORK/CHANNEL ALL MEDIA

GOLD
PRIMA LOVE
FTV PRIMA

SILVER
52MX NEW LOGO
MVS TELEVISION

BRONZE
SCREEN RED - HBO
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

TELEVISION/VIDEO PRESENTATION: GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: TOPICAL PROMO - GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT

GOLD
SNAPPED
SKY CREATIVE

SILVER
CONEXIONES
MVS TELEVISION

BRONZE
NCIS: LA - "IT'S TIME"
SKY CREATIVE
ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: TOPICAL CAMPAIGN - GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT

GOLD

OCEAN 10
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNELS INTERNATIONAL

SILVER

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNEL - I MARZIANI SIAMO NOI
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

BRONZE

TRUE BLOOD FIRST SEASON LAUNCHING CAMPAIGN ANIMAX
SPTI NETWORKS IBERIA - ANIMAX

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: IMAGE PROMO - GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT

GOLD

SUB CHANNEL FILM
SUBTV LTD.

SILVER

FOXTEL CRIME INVESTIGATIONS IMAGE PROMO
INK PROJECT PTY LTD

BRONZE

NAVIDAD JUNTOS - EL TRECE
EL TRECE - ARTEAR

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: IMAGE CAMPAIGN - GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT

GOLD

ANIMAX ON AIR BRANDING DESIGN
SPTI NETWORKS IBERIA - ANIMAX

SILVER

FRANCE 3 CHRISTMAS
DREAM ON

SILVER

ANIMAX NEW LOOK CAMPAIGN
SPE NETWORKS - ASIA PTE LTD
BRONZE
SF KULTUR
SWISS TELEVISION

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: SPECIAL EVENTS PROMO - GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT

GOLD
KURZ UND SCHOEN OPENER
FEEDMEE DESIGN GMBH

SILVER
MTV MONTHLY GIG GUIDE
MTV NETWORKS ASIA

BRONZE
M-NET AFRICA HD FESTIVE PROMO
CLEARWATER FOR M-NET

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: INTERSTITIAL

GOLD
INFOPROMO
SONY ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION LATAM

SILVER
SYFY POP UP
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL

BRONZE
PIRATE
CARTOON NETWORK

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: INTERSTITIAL CAMPAIGN

GOLD
FX BRAND PHILOSOPHY
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

SILVER
SUB CHRISTMAS CAMPAIGN
SUBTV LTD.
BRONZE
TRUMPETTHINGIES - WORLD CUP 2010
NICKELODEON NORTH EUROPE

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: ID - GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT

GOLD
FX SWIMMING POOL
FOX CREATIVE

SILVER
MTV DANCE INTERNATIONAL REBRAND
MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO

BRONZE
MTV CLASSIC INTERNATIONAL REBRAND
MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: INFORMATIONAL GRAPHICS

GOLD
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC - LIVE CURIOUS EXPERIENCE SPOT
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

SILVER
INFO PROMO
SONY ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION LATAM

BRONZE
HOW TV GETS TO YOU
SKY CREATIVE

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: ON-AIR ILLUSTRATION

GOLD
MTV WORLD STAGE LIVE IN MALAYSIA 2010
MTV NETWORKS ASIA

SILVER
COMEDY COUNTDOWN
BBC WORLDWIDE
BRONZE
"RETHINKING HISTORY"
LINTERNA

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: PROGRAM SPECIFIC LOGO

GOLD
GERMANY´S BEST PARTYBAND
PROSIEBENSAT.1 TV DEUTSCHLAND - CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

SILVER
SYFY ORIGINAL MOVIE SLOT OPENER
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

BRONZE
MTV PUSH
MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO

GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT: OPEN/TITLES

GOLD
"HECHO EN SYFY" OPENER
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL

SILVER
ANCIENT SECRETS
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CHANNELS INTERNATIONAL

BRONZE
FX - FINO ALL'ULTIMO ROUND OPEN TITLES
FOX CHANNELS ITALY

GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT: BUMPER

GOLD
MK - MUSIC CHANNEL - WAXED
ORIJIN

SILVER
MK - MUSIC CHANNEL - CLOUDED
ORIJIN
BRONZE
HOW TO BE A MILLIONAIRE SEASON BUMPER
BBC WORLDWIDE

TELEVISION/VIDEO PRESENTATION: NEWS

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: TOPICAL PROMO - NEWS

GOLD
FRONTLINE BATTLE MACHINES
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

SILVER
HD QUOTES
SKY CREATIVE

BRONZE
360
RESHET

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: TOPICAL CAMPAIGN - NEWS

GOLD
GLOBAL IDEAS
DW-TV

SILVER
SUNRISE
INK PROJECT PTY LTD

BRONZE
SUPER POWER/DIGITAL GIANTS
BBC NEWS

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: IMAGE CAMPAIGN - NEWS

GOLD
E! NEWS SHOW PACKAGE
E! ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION
SILVER
BNN IDS
CTV CREATIVE AGENCY

BRONZE
ABC NEWS 24
BDA CREATIVE

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: SPECIAL EVENTS PROMO - NEWS

GOLD
TRAILER WIMBLEDON
BRANDSOME GMBH

SILVER
CHILDREN'S DAY
TELEVISA S.A DE C.V.

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: INFORMATIONAL GRAPHICS - NEWS

GOLD
INSIDE THE HOUSE OF COMMONS
BBC NEWS

SILVER
GENERAL ELECTION
BBC NEWS

BRONZE
UK GENERAL ELECTION TOUCHSCREEN
BBC NEWS

NEWS: OPEN/TITLES

GOLD
CLUB
SWISS TELEVISION
SILVER
GLOBAL IDEAS
DW-TV

BRONZE
ICON
CNN INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS

NEWS: BUMPER

GOLD
EUROPA HOY
CNN EN ESPAÑOL

SILVER
FUTURE CITIES
CNN INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS

BRONZE
WORLD CUP 2011
BBC NEWS

TELEVISION/VIDEO PRESENTATION: SPORTS

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: TOPICAL PROMO - SPORTS

GOLD
FOXTEL COMMONWEALTH GAMES PROMO
INK PROJECT PTY LTD

SILVER
CINTURON DE ORO SPOT
MVS TELEVISION

BRONZE
AL KASS "SANDMAN VS. WATERMAN" 2011 ASIAN CUP PROMO
METAPHRENE
ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: TOPICAL CAMPAIGN - SPORTS

GOLD
FORMULA 1 PROMOTION VETTEL/BUTTON & HAMILTON/WEBBER
SKY CREATIVE SERVICES GMBH

SILVER
CHELSEA V MAN U "CHRISTMAS"
ASTRO MBNS

BRONZE
ICC CRICKET WORLD CUP 2011
ESPN STAR SPORTS

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: IMAGE PROMO - SPORTS

GOLD
STADIUMS
TELEVISA NETWORKS

SILVER
ASIAN GAMES
ASTRO MBNS

BRONZE
WORLD CUP
ASTRO MBNS

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: IMAGE CAMPAIGN - SPORTS

GOLD
ASIAN GAMES CAMPAIGN
ASTRO MBNS

SILVER
SKY SPORTS
SKY CREATIVE

BRONZE
WORLD CUP CAMPAIGN
ASTRO MBNS
ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: SPECIAL EVENTS PROMO - SPORTS

GOLD
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC - CATHAY PACIFIC RUGBY SEVENS
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC

SILVER
AL KASS "SANDMAN VS. WATERMAN" 2011 ASIAN CUP PROMO
METAPHRENE

BRONZE
2011 NHL ALL-STAR
VERSUS

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: INFORMATIONAL GRAPHICS - SPORTS

GOLD
SPORT1 REDESIGN
BRANDSOME GMBH

SILVER
DFB (GERMAN FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION)
BRANDSOME GMBH

BRONZE
NASCAR SPRINT CUP RACING ON FOX
FOX SPORTS MARKETING

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: ID - SPORTS

GOLD
SKY SPORTS
SKY CREATIVE

SILVER
FA CUP IDENTS
BDA CREATIVE

BRONZE
SOUTH AFRICA FOOTBALLS ID’S
TELEVISA NETWORKS
SPORTS: OPEN/TITLES

GOLD

CTV: VANCOUVER 2010 OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES - OPEN
CTV CREATIVE AGENCY

SILVER

DESTINATION ONE
RED BULL MEDIA HOUSE GMBH

BRONZE

TSN: NHL ON TSN
CTV CREATIVE AGENCY

SPORTS: BUMPER

GOLD

FREERUN
RED BULL MEDIA HOUSE GMBH

SILVER

EVE OF THE WORLD CUP SOCCER
PROMOTHEUS

BRONZE

STARS
AL JAZEERA SPORT CHANNEL

TELEVISION/VIDEO PRESENTATION: CRAFT

BEST DIRECTING

GOLD

THE WILD - TITLE SEQUENCE
MONARCHY

SILVER

MMVA OPEN
CTV CREATIVE AGENCY

BRONZE

COMEDY FESTIVAL
BBC WORLDWIDE
BEST EDITING

GOLD
BEAR GRYLLS
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

SILVER
DAVID LYNCH
CHELLOZONE

BRONZE
DEADLIEST CATCH
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

BEST COPYWRITING

GOLD
DISCOVERY SCIENCE - THE HUMAN ELEMENT
DISCOVERY NETWORKS ASIA-PACIFIC

SILVER
HOW THE UNIVERSE WORKS
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE

BRONZE
COMEDY FESTIVAL
BBC WORLDWIDE

PRINT

CONSUMER IMAGE PUBLICATION ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN

GOLD
SYFY RELAUNCH
UNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL GERMANY

SILVER
STUDIO UNIVERSAL 2010
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ITALIA

BRONZE
OWN NETWORK LAUNCH PRINT CAMPAIGN
OWN CREATIVE
TOPICAL PUBLICATION ADVERTISING - COLOR

GOLD
FRESH BATMAN
PROSIEBENSAT.1 TV DEUTSCHLAND - CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

SILVER
U'RE THE MAN
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

BRONZE
LOST? HERE TO HELP
SPE NETWORKS - ASIA PTE. LTD.

TOPICAL PUBLICATION ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN - COLOR

GOLD
THE ILLUSIONIST CAMPAIGN
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

SILVER
AXN ASIA - THE AMAZING RACE ASIA SEASON 4 - THE RIDE OF A LIFETIME
SPE NETWORKS - ASIA

BRONZE
HBO SUMMER BLOCKBUSTERS
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

FOLDED PIECE

GOLD
THE EVENT SPEAKER GIFT
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION

SILVER
CTV - FLASHPOINT – A BULLET TO THE HEART
CTV CREATIVE AGENCY

BRONZE
"FIREBALL" POSTCARD
WALT DISNEY TELEVISION INTERNATIONAL JAPAN
BOUND PIECE

GOLD
EL TRECE 50 AÑOS LIBRO
EL TRECE - ARTEAR

SILVER
LA SCREENINGS CATALOGUE
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION

BRONZE
TV1 AUSTRALIA: TV1 NOIR CALENDAR 2011
TV1 AUSTRALIA

PRESS KIT

GOLD
EL TRECE 50 AÑOS LIBRO
EL TRECE - ARTEAR

SILVER
THE DEFENDERS PRESS PACK – FX UK
FIC UK

BRONZE
GET INTO UKTV (NZ)
BBC WORLDWIDE CHANNELS AUSTRALIA

3-D PROMOTIONAL OR SALES KIT

GOLD
CTV - YOUR OLYMPIC EXPERIENCE
CTV CREATIVE AGENCY

SILVER
2010 TOUR DE FRANCE "21 DAYS TO VICTORY" PROMOTION
VERSUS

BRONZE
2010 STANLEY CUP PLAYOFFS "MAKE IT HAPPEN" PROMOTION
VERSUS
POSTER

GOLD
THE KENNEDYS - MUSE
BPG

SILVER
A FISTFUL OF STANCES
TELEVISION BROADCASTS LIMITED

BRONZE
GHOST WRITER
TELEVISION BROADCASTS LIMITED

POSTER CAMPAIGN

GOLD
TSN - RAPTORS ON TSN POSTERS
CTV CREATIVE AGENCY

SILVER
TRUE BLOOD “GOT BLOOD” ANIMAX
SPTI NETWORKS IBERIA - ANIMAX

BRONZE
7065 POSTERS
BBC NEWS

OUTDOOR - STATIC

GOLD
2010-11 NHL REGULAR SEASON TRANSIT VERSUS

SILVER
EMA 2010
MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO

BRONZE
BEAR GRYLLS - ONLY ON DISCOVERY
DISCOVERY UK CREATIVE
LOGO

GOLD
EMA 2010
MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO

SILVER
MTV PUSH
MTV WORLD DESIGN STUDIO

BRONZE
SOUTH AFRICA 2010 LOGO
CNN

TOTAL PACKAGE DESIGN - PRINT

GOLD
MTV WORLD STAGE LIVE IN MALAYSIA 2010
MTV NETWORKS ASIA

SILVER
GLOBAL IDEAS
DW-TV

BRONZE
MTV WORLD STAGE VMAJ 2010
MTV NETWORKS ASIA

ILLUSTRATION FOR PRINT

GOLD
TSN - RAPTORS ON TSN POSTERS
CTV CREATIVE AGENCY

SILVER
M-NET CORPORATE BOARDROOM WALLPAPERS
CLEARWATER FOR M-NET

BRONZE
ROMANZO CRIMINALE 2
SKY CINEMA
SCENIC

SET DESIGN

GOLD
ZAMBO
SWISS TELEVISION

SILVER
KULTUR
SWISS TELEVISION

BRONZE
BRANDENBURG AKTUELL
RUNFUNK BERLIN-BRANDENBURG

ONE TIME ONLY SET DESIGN

GOLD
THE AUSTRALIAN NICKELODEON KIDS CHOICE AWARDS 2010
NICKELODEON AUSTRALIA

SILVER
TVN FALL 2010
TVN POLAND

BRONZE
TV AWARDS PRESENTATION 2010
TELEVISION BROADCASTS LIMITED

INTERACTIVE MEDIA

WEBSITE - TOPICAL ENTERTAINMENT: PROGRAMMING/SPECIAL EVENT/NEWS

GOLD
PIECES OF KATY
PROSIEBENSAT1.TV DEUTSCHLAND - CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

SILVER
YOUR FLASH FORWARD
PROSIEBENSAT1.TV DEUTSCHLAND - CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
BRONZE
BUGS FOR YOU
PROSIEBENSAT1.TV DEUTSCHLAND - CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

WEBSITE - FLASH ANIMATION

GOLD
PIECES OF KATY
PROSIEBENSAT1.TV DEUTSCHLAND - CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

SILVER
BUGS FOR YOU
PROSIEBENSAT1. TV DEUTSCHLAND - CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

BRONZE
STEEL - HUMAN TARGET
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS ITALIA

ONLINE ADVERTISING - BANNERS/SKYSCRAPERS

GOLD
GREAT MIGRATIONS ONLINE BANNER – NAT GEO UK
FIC UK

SILVER
BANNER/HAND ON HEART
PROSIEBENSAT1.TV DEUTSCHLAND - CREATIVE SOLUTION

BRONZE
BANNER/TOP GEAR
PROSIEBENSAT1.TV DEUTSCHLAND - CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

E-COMMUNICATIONS

GOLD
BIONIC WOMAN DIGITAL LIBRARY SELL SHEET
NBCUNIVERSAL

SILVER
FUNAMANIA INVITE
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD
BRONZE
THE EVENT DINNER EVITE
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION

INTERACTIVE GAME

GOLD
SWOOSCHH – AND IT’S GONE/WWW.K-KUBE.DE
PROSIEBENSAT1.TV DEUTSCHLAND - CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

SILVER
BUGS FOR YOU
PROSIEBENSAT1.TV DEUTSCHLAND - CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

BRONZE
NO GAME BUT PAIN/WWW.SOLITARY-THE-GAME.DE
PROSIEBENSAT1.TV DEUTSCHLAND - CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

WEBSITE PROMOTION - VIDEO-BASED

GOLD
CANAL BRASIL’S NEW TWITTER
GLOBOSAT PROGRAMADORA

SILVER
AXN MYSTERY WEB PROMO
MYSTERY CHANNEL

BRONZE
FLASH FORWARD
PROSIEBENSAT.1 TV DEUTSCHLAND - CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

OTHER DESIGN APPLICATIONS

DISPLAY

GOLD
STAND-IMAGINING INTERNATIONAL BOOK FAIR IMAGINANTES
TELEVISA S.A DE CV
SILVER
GORGEOUS COLLECTION BOOTH
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

BRONZE
PERSONAL TASTE STANDEE
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

PROMOTIONAL ITEM

GOLD
Mickey Mouse Talkie Remote - Controller
WALT DISNEY TELEVISION INTERNATIONAL JAPAN

SILVER
CHANNEL 8 Precious Babes - In - Soles
MEDIACORP PTE LTD

BRONZE
THE EVENT SPEAKER GIFT
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION

ART DIRECTION & DESIGN: PSA

GOLD
HOSTAGES SINCE ONE YEAR
DREAM ON

SILVER
WELTBESCHÜTZER
NICKELODEON NORTH EUROPE

BRONZE
CAMPAÑA CÁNCER TELETON
TELEVISA S.A DE CV

ON-AIR COMMERCIAL ADVERTISEMENT

GOLD
SKY+ MACHINE
SKY CREATIVE SERVICES GMBH
SILVER
FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS CATCH UP SERVICE AD
FRANCE 5

BRONZE
IVIEW YOUVIEW
ABC TV MARKETING

MUSIC VIDEO OR SHORT SUBJECT

GOLD
GIGGLE AND HOOT: SWEET DREAMS
ABC CHILDRENS TELEVISION

SILVER
[V] ESSENTIALS
XYZ NETWORKS

BRONZE
CARLOS FUENTES - FIND ME IN THE DUST OF THE CITY
LINTERNA

TYPOGRAPHY/ON-AIR

GOLD
SUPERBAUTEN/MEGA ENGINEERING
DISCOVERY CHANNEL

SILVER
WORLD CINEMA
CHELLO CREATIVE

BRONZE
RIPE
XYZNETWORKS

SALES OR INTERNAL MARKETING PRESENTATION

GOLD
"WHAT INSPIRES YOU INSPIRES ME" FOX PRIDE INTERNAL MARKETING PRESENTATION TEASER
FOX INTERNATIONAL CHANNELS
SILVER
FUEL TV BRAND FILM
ROYALE

BRONZE
E NETWORK BRAND SIZZLE
E! ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION

LONG FORM/WEBISODE OR VIRAL VIDEO

GOLD
FAMILY GUY VIRAL
FOX CREATIVE

SILVER
TRUE BLOOD 'A GUIDE'
FOX CREATIVE

BRONZE
K-ON! VIRAL IMAGE PIECE “TEA CUP”
SPE NETWORKS - ASIA PTE LTD

SPECIAL CATEGORIES

BEST COLLABORATIVE EFFORT

GOLD
M-NET MOVIES 1 HD - CHANNEL IMAGING
MONARCHY

SILVER
FRANCE 3 CHRISTMAS
DREAM ON

BRONZE
THE WILD - TITLE SEQUENCE
MONARCHY
SALON DE REFUS

GOLD
DIA DE MUERTOS
TELEVISA S.A DE CV

SILVER
JUAREZ, THE STATE CONSTRUCTION.
LINTERNA

BRONZE
BUNDESLIGA AIR SOCCER PROMO
UNITEDSENSES

ROCKET AWARD

GOLD
CALLUM PARISH